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Abstract
Applications involving human-computer interaction are becoming increasingly popu-
lar and necessary as the power of computers is integrated into almost every corner
of business and entertainment. One problem with the current interfaces, however,
is that the user is forced to manually input information about their current task, or
glance away from what they are doing to read a screen. One solution to this prob-
lem of efficiency is to allow the computer to automatically sense the environment
around the user, and display data in the user's field of view when appropriate. With
comptuer graphics drawn over the user's field of view, the appearance of certain ob-
jects in the scene can be modified, or augmented, to either point out critical regions,
or provide on-line information about an object whenever the object is encountered.
Two solutions to this problem are proposed: one requires each special object to be
marked with special color "tags", while the other tries to detect the presence of the
object directly with no artificial additions to the appearance of the object. In both
systems, the 3D pose of the object is tracked from frame to frame so that the overlay
will appear to be solidly attached to the real object. The overlayed graphics eliminate
the distraction of consulting a separate screen, and provide the information exactly
when it is most useful, thus creating an efficient and seamless interface.
Thesis Supervisor: Alex P. Pentland
Title: Toshiba Professor of Media Arts and Sciences
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Applications involving human-computer interaction are becoming increasingly popu-
lar and necessary as the power of computers is integrated into almost every corner
of business and entertainment. One problem with the current interfaces, however,
is that the user is forced to manually input information about their current task, or
glance away from what they are doing to read a screen. However, computers no longer
have to be restrained to displaying only to conventional monitors. One can imagine
wearing a pair of glasses that not only lets light pass through from the outside world,
but also displays the output from the computer right over the user's field of vision
[4]. A window containing either text or graphics could appear to be hanging in space
in front of your eyes, thus allowing you to access the data without taking your eyes
away from what you are doing. This is useful when walking down a crowded street
where staring down at a computer screen could be dangerous, or during a conversa-
tion where constant distractions to consult a computer might be considered rude or
annoying.
Now imagine that these glasses have a miniature camera built in so that the
computer can see everything the user can see[11]. With this addition, the computer
can not only display data that is directly in your line of sight, but it can also display
data directly related to the environment around you. This combination allows the
computer to see what the user sees and correspondingly modify the appearance of
the real world in a system referred to as Augmented Reality, or AR for short. AR
differs from Virtual Reality in that AR attempts to enhance the real world while VR
attempts to create an artificial one.
1.1 AR in a Marked Environment
I propose two complete implementations of an Augmented Reality system. The first
approach uses a color "tag", or group of tags, that must be affixed to the real world
object. Solid colors are easily extracted from the image, thus making the task of
finding the object, or rather its tag, in the scene an easy one. Once the object has
been identified, the 3D pose of the object relative to some canonical view is solved
using iterative estimation techniques on the depths of each tag feature point [9] [6]
[8]. Although this approach works well, it is limited to target objects that the user
can decorate with an assortment of colored squares. Medical systems to overlay
graphics on a marked patient to aid in surgery have been described by [2] and [19].
A system using AR to aid in assembly lines is described in [16]. Wearing name tags
at a conference is an accepted practice and can be modified for use with this system.
Also, for example, the tags could be printed on the face of a copy machine, or on
a shipping label. However, for most everyday objects, this is either not stylish, not
convenient or not possible especially in the case of large outdoor objects.
1.2 AR in a Natural Environment
Although there are applications where a marked environment is possible and some-
what more economical, a truly flexible AR system must be able to perform without
these restrictions. A much more interesting approach does away with the tags entirely
and relies on the computer to recognize certain objects from any state of rotation or
even partial occlusion. The only restriction placed on the objects is that they must
have a flat planar surface for the tracking system to lock on to. However, the system
is also robust to small deviations in this constraint as well. This system is much more
technically challenging, and cannot perform as fast, or as robustly, as the simpler
design mentioned above. On the other hand, the ability to overcome the necessity for
a marked environment coupled with the growing speed of computer processors makes
this approach very attractive.
1.2.1 Object recognition using Multidimensional Receptive
Field Histograms
The first core problem of the AR system in an unmarked environment is to detect
whether an object that the computer should recognize is present in the scene. The
object is not assumed to be in any set position, but could be subject to 3D rotation,
translation, partial occlusion, light intensity changes, and noise. One approach is
to give the system a set of test images of the target at many different angles and
scales, and then compare the incoming frame of video against these test images using
a normalized correlation technique. However, there are several problems with this
approach. First of all, normalized correlation is a very costly operation if the image
of the test object is large, especially since different rotations and scales of the object
must be tested separately. Second of all, even small rotations and scale changes can
prevent the object from successfully being detected, thus either making the technique
not as robust, or forcing the system to compare the incoming image to a larger range
of rotation and scale combinations. Finally, any kind of partial occlusion of the object
will usually cause this method to fail.
An alternate method proposed by Schiele and Crowley [13] that we will use to
accomplish this tasks involves histogramming several local characteristics of the im-
age. The calculation of local characteristics is performed by using a local linear point
spread function coupled with a normalization step. By choosing the correct filter
for the point spread function, a high level of discrimination can be obtained. In the
system described below, Gaussian derivatives were used for their ability to be steered
in any arbitrary 2D rotation, thus eliminating the need to create separate histograms
for each planar rotation. Gaussian derivatives can also be scaled quite easily, as will
be seen when the details are presented in the next chapter. The local characteristics
can be calculated for each point, and the results stored in what is referred to as a
multidimensional receptive field histogram [13]. For the training images, these his-
togram computations can be done off-line. When the incoming video is processed,
points or regions in the image can be sampled and assigned a probability of belonging
to a certain object [14]. Once the probability of the object being in a region of the
image is high enough, the tracking portion of the system can attempt to lock onto
the target. False positives are eliminated by a failure to track the supposed object.
The attractive features of this method is that the whole image need not be processed
in order to find a strong match to one object. Also, since only local characteristics
are being used, partial occlusion of the object will not critically hinder the detection
process.
1.2.2 Video Orbits
Once the object has been detected in the scene, the system has a rough estimate of
the position and 3D rotation of the object in the image. Using an image template of
the best match object, and the current video frame, one can estimate the eight motion
parameters using the approach of Mann [12]. The model used in this approach that
describes the exact projective coordinate transformation between the live video and
the stored pose is illustrated in equation below:
Ax + b
P = (1.1)cx + 1
In the equation above, A is a 2x2 rotation matrix, b is a 2x1 translation vector,
and c is a 1x2 "chirp" vector measuring the degree of perspective.
This will give the exact 3D pose parameters relative to some canonical view. Then,
the object can be tracked from frame to frame using the same method on the live video
frames (n) and (n-1). Since the coordinate transformations can be combined using
the law of composition, the frame-to-frame transformation can be composed with the
previous frame's total transformation to give the current total transformation.
Pframel-- frame2 0 Pf rameo-framel = Pframeo-frame2
Thus,
Pframe-to-frame 0 Pold = Pnew (1.3)
The overlay graphics can be now be updated accordingly.
1.3 Overlay
Finally, the overlay graphics are ready to be displayed. Currently, I am using Open
Inventor for the SGI to calculate the appearance of the overlay at the determined
orientation and to display the graphics. The drawing of the graphics is further accel-
erated by using specialized texture mapping hardware to quickly render the overlay
in real time. The overlays can be simple text, graphics, or even animated movies.
For some objects, there is not much of a decision about what to overlay; one might
simply augment the target object's appearance and leave it at that. For example,
a part on an assembly line might be augmented so that a worker can quickly locate
where to place a component on a complex circuit board. For others, the overlay might
depend on the time of day, or on the output of some other process. For example, the
computer could be running a face recognition routine in the background, and when
it determines the answer, it would modify the overlay to reflect the person's identity.
Additionally, the user might interact with these computer generated objects. For
example, if you have an electrical panel that is modeled by the system, the default
overlay might just be an outline to tell the user that it is an active object. Once you
specify one of the fuse switches, however, a map of the area might pop up in front
of you telling you which lights and outlets each switch controls. Another example is
the broken printer scenario mentioned above. The printer normally might not show
up at all, but when the computer receives an error code from the printer, it would
overlay detailed instructions on how to fix the error right over the printer itself as you
(1.2)
approach it. This way there is no question as to which lever to press or which paper
tray needs replacing.
Two different display options are available with the current technology. The first
option is to allow the user to perceive the real world through half-silvered glasses
comparable to "mirror shades", expect that a graphical display could be projected
onto the inside surface of the glasses. In this setup, the computer only has to render
graphics that belong to any overlay currently being displayed, and the real world
appears as sharp as the eye can perceive.
Another option, is the "television" approach where the live video and graphics
are combined on the computer, and the resultant image is then passed to the display.
The disadvantage to this is that the user sees the world as if watching it through
a television rather than their own eyes. However, since the first approach basically
involves looking at the real world through a pair of sunglasses, it is not always appro-
priate for indoor or dim environments. As it turns out, these two display methods can
be switched on the fly while the system is running, as the user passes into different
environments.
1.4 The Need for Real-Time
A key design issue to keep in mind while designing a practical Augmented Reality
system is the need for the graphics to update in real time. The primary strength of
this type of human/computer interface is the seamless integration of the computer
display with objects in the real world. As mentioned above there are two primary
ways to display the information to the user. Using the first method, where the user
perceives the world through half silvered glasses, if the system does not keep up to
date in real time the system suffers from the effect of the graphics trailing behind
the object as the user moves his head. This forces the user to keep still and wait
for the processor to catch up in the tracking process. In practice, this effect is very
bothersome and disorienting, and could even lead to errors in the task performed if
the overlayed graphics, for example, temporarily pointed to an incorrect switch for
the user to throw. The purpose of the AR system is to remove the need for pauses
to consult another source, and to provide a reliable annotation to a target object to
avoid ambiguities. Without real time updates, the system quickly begins to fail on
both these counts.
The second method of display for AR is the "television" approach, where the
live video and graphics are combined on the computer, and the resultant image is
then passed to the display [10]. As long as the live video is kept absolutely current,
there are no new problems. However, if the video frames being displayed start to fall
behind, then the user can become dangerously disoriented as what he sees, and what
is actually in front of him, do not coincide. Therefore, in order to use the composite
approach, the live video signal must be kept absolutely current at all costs.
One final reason that real time processing is critical lies in the implementation of
the tracking system, which will be described later. The tracking system estimates the
differences in 3D position between two frames of video assuming that there is a near
identity transformation between two subsequent frames. This is a valid assumption,
since the time difference between each frame is usually between 1/15 sec or 1/30 sec,
and not much movement is possible in that amount of time, especially if the user is
concentrating on a specific task. However, if the system cannot update fast enough,
then the assumption of a near identity coordinate transform between frames becomes
less and less valid as the system gets slower. This results in the tracking algorithm
either slowing down further (which compounds the problem), or the tracking to be lost
altogether. Therefore, real time processing is critical to the usefulness and operation
of a successful Augmented Reality system.
Although real time computation is absolutely critical to the operation of this
system, it is not necessary to build a one hundred percent real time system now in
order to prove that the concept will work. A system that runs close to real time today
will almost certainly run in real time on next generation processors.
Figure 1-1: Alan Alda wearing the prototype AR apparatus. Snapshot taken during
the filming of Scientific American Frontiers at the MIT Media Lab
15
1.5 The Apparatus
Pictured above in figure 1-1 is the current working prototype. It consists of Virtual
I/O glasses for the display. These are fairly low resolution stereo color displays that
can be worn in front of the eyes. Although it is possible to see through the headgear
and see the display at the same time, it is usually too dim inside a building for this
to be really feasible or safe. Instead, the live video is retransmitted onto the display,
and the eyepieces are covered.
Attached to one side of the headgear is a camera. This is the means by which
the computer views the environment. It is mounted close to the eyes so that a more
accurate view of what the user is looking at is obtained.
Finally these two components are wired into a small pack worn at the waist. Inside
this pack are rechargeable batteries to power the camera and display, and two way
wireless video transmitters that are sending the camera data to local SGI workstations
which are performing the computation and returning the modified image.
1.6 Applications
There are many different applications that the Augmented Reality technology can be
applied to. The first advantage of this type of system is the ability to have text or
graphical data actually a part of the object to be manipulated. This is beneficial to
repair tasks where instructions on how to open a printer case, or how to determine
exactly which set of jumpers a manual is referring to are crucial. When a computer
experiences a paper jam, it could direct you on how to clear the problem by drawing
circles with instructions right over the real life levers and buttons you need to push
to open the printer (ie the default overlay on the printer would change based on the
problem). This eliminates finding a manual and trying to make the correspondence
between the illustrations in the text and the real life object in front of you. Workers
in high speed shipping or assembly lines could improve efficiency by removing the
need to glance back and forth between data received via computer scanners and the
Figure 1-2: A printer with an older version of the tags that use LEDs
Figure 1-3: The same printer with an overlay showing how to remove the toner
cartridge
part itself [4] [2] [16].
If you were at a conference, and knew that it was crucial to remember certain key
names, you could have your computer catalogue a person's face when you meet them.
Then next time you approach the person, the computer would recognize the person
and draw a name tag over his or her head. In the marked system this would not be
possible unless the person was wearing a specialized name tag (which would eliminate
the need for recognition anyway), but in the unmarked system, the computer could
recognize the general head shape and pass that image on to other face recognition
software [20]. Plants could be on a timer so that every week, when the plant needs
water, your computer will recognize the plant as you walk by and display a "water
me" sign over it, thus giving a reminder at a time when you are most able to use that
information constructively. On a larger scale, you could be going to an unknown city,
and when you get there, you could download a database of landmarks to aid you in
touring the city and prevent you from becoming lost [18].
Chapter 2
Target Detection
2.1 Detection in a Marked Environment
The first and easiest way to determine if an active area is in the field of view of the
user is to place artificial markers or "tags" over the object or area of interest (see
fig). The identity tags used in this system are made of brightly colored green or red
square dots arranged in a rectangular pattern. Red dots are placed in every corner
but the lower right corner of the rectangle so that the computer can easily determine
the 2D rotation of the rectangle. The inside of this region is filled with a pattern of
green (or several other colors as well) dots. The rectangle is then divided up into cells
by stretching a square grid to fit over the three red squares. This way the blobs can
be placed in the right cell even if the tag is severely skewed by perspective effects. A
binary value is assigned for each grid cell location in the tag based on whether the
dot is present or not. For multi color tags, multiple bits can be coded into one cell
location by allowing the computer to detect several different colors of squares. This
information is coded into a overall number which serves as the identity of the object.
Using four colors and a 6x7 grid, over 150 bits of information can be coded into the
tag.
Since the elements of the tag are bright, solid colors, it is easy for a computer
to quickly scan through each incoming image and filter out all the pixels that are
not close enough in color to the colors expected on the tag. The correctly colored
Figure 2-1: The viewpoint of an anonymous Augmented Reality user looking at the
author (also wearing an AR rig) surrounded by multiple 1D AR tags.
Figure 2-2: A small movie is overlayed in the upper right corner of this large screen
television displaying one of the demonstrations, in this case, a sign language recogni-
tion system, that could be run on that station.
pixels in the image are clustered together into larger groups called "blobs". Each
blob corresponds to one colored square in the tag. Blobs that are either too small,
too big, or are abnormally shaped (not square) can be immediately rejected as well.
Once the identity of the object is known, the computer can then search for the
remaining tags on the surface of the object. These tags are much simpler and are
designed only to be fairly unique to the scene to eliminate false positives. These tags
are placed in various locations around the object and a model of the 3D locations of
these points is stored along with the proper overlay instructions. Later, during the
tracking phase, the positions of these tags will help determine the 3D pose of the
object with respect to the user's perspective.
One advantage to this technique is that it is fast. Segmenting the blobs from
the image requires very little computation. The resulting geometric calculations to
determine the identity of the object are equally simple. Without using the rigorous
pose estimation techniques which will be described in chapter 3, and just overlaying
data with the two and a half dimension parameters (2D planar rotation, and 3D
translation from the scale of the identity tag), speeds of up to fourteen frames per
second have been obtained with algorithms that predict the positions of the blobs in
the next frame, thus reducing the image search time drastically.
A second advantage is that is that the algorithm is extremely straightforward.
Therefore, more attention can be placed with redundancy and error checking, making
the system perform in a very robust manner. It is rare that this system fails to detect
the object or detects the object incorrectly.
2.2 Detection in an Unmarked Environment
2.2.1 Multidimensional Receptive Field Histograms
The major disadvantage to requiring Augmented Reality to operate in an artificially
marked environment is that this is not always convenient, not very decorative in some
cases, or simply is not possible. I propose a second system that does not require any
special additions to the target other than that it be fairly unique. A blank piece of
wall, or one box among a row of boxes would not work. In addition, for the tracking
algorithm to work, the surface must be fairly planar, although work is being done to
extend this algorithm to relax even that constraint.
It has been shown by Schiele and Crowley [15] that using multidimensional recep-
tive field histograms of local linear operators for object recognition is robust to small
view point changes, partial occlusion, and additive Gaussian signal noise. These prop-
erties make this approach perfect for the augmented reality task at hand. In addition,
the whole image need not be processed before an object is successfully detected, thus
saving valuable computation time.
There are three major design issues when using the multidimensional receptive
field histogram (MRFH) approach. First, the type of measurements for the local
characteristics must be chosen. Ideally, these local characteristics are either invariant
or equivariant to planar rotation and scale. Local characteristics that are invariant
would not change with respect to 2D rotations or scale changes. Unfortunately, most
local characteristics are either invariant to one or the other and not both. Equivari-
ant characteristics change in a uniform fashion which is simply a translation in the
parameter space. Gaussian derivatives are equivariant with respect to 2-D rotation
and scale changes. Thus, when using this type of filter, the the scale and rotation
parameters can be explicitly selected. However, any other filter with these properties
can be used as well.
The second issue involves the method of comparison between the two measure-
ments. One option is to compare the two histograms derived from the images. This
can be done using either a chi-square test or the mahalanobis distance between two
histograms to gauge the similarity between two histograms. Another method uses a
probabilistic approach that takes an arbitrary number of measurement points from
the incoming image, and using the histogram of the template image, constructs a
probability that a certain object of the system's database is present in the image.
Finally, the parameters for the construction of the histograms themselves must
be considered. This includes the resolution (number of bins), and number of local
characteristics (dimensionality) computed for each histogram. Three things must
be considered when choosing these parameters: the amount of discrimination that
the histogram will provide between different objects, the tolerance to view point
changes, and the computational cost associated with creating and comparing each
histogram. Reducing the resolution of the histograms increases the tolerance of the
system to small view point changes, but as the resolution is lowered, the system
becomes less discriminating between objects. To increase discrimination, more local
characteristics can be computed, thus increasing the dimensionality of the histogram.
However, the greater the number of bins in the histogram, the greater the comparison
time. Furthermore, increasing the dimensionality not only increases the number of
bins, but also raises the computational cost of constructing the histograms because
for each new dimension, a new filter must be applied to the image. The choice of
these parameters depends on the computational limitations of the system, and the
specific use of the recognition system. Different combinations and their performance
are shown in chapter four.
2.2.2 Gaussian derivatives
Although almost any equivariant filter is acceptable, Gaussian derivatives were se-
lected as the local characteristics because the 2-D rotation can be explicitly selected.
Given the Gaussian distribution f(x,y):
2 2
G(x, y) = e (2.1)
the first derivatives in the x and y direction are:
Gx(x,y)= - G(x, y) (2.2)
Gy(x, y) = - G(x, y) (2.3)
Changing the variance a affects the scale parameter of the local characteristics.
Gaussian derivatives are also "steerable" in that the derivative in any direction -- =
(cos(a), sin(a)) is given by:
OG = cos(a)G,(x, y) + sin(a)G,(x, y) (2.4)
a-t
Two characteristics, D. and DY can be used, where Dx is the derivative in the
direction a and D, is the derivative in the direction (a+90)
Two other characteristics based on Gaussian first derivatives are the direction v',
and the magnitude of the derivative given by:
Mag(x, y) = G + G (2.5)
The Laplacian operator can also be used with any of the above filters as well, and it
is given by:
x2  1
Gx1 (x, y) = ( 1 2)G(x, y) (2.6)
G,(xZ, y) = ( - )G(x, y) (2.7)
Lap(x, y) = G,.(x, y) + Gyy(x, y) (2.8)
2.2.3 Normalization
These filters are still susceptible to image intensity changes and the addition of ad-
ditive Gaussian noise. To remove the effects of signal intensity, the signal is divided
by a measure of the local energy. This technique is called normalization by energy,
and has also been found to be one of the most robust against the effects of additive
Gaussian noise. Thus, this technique is used throughout the recognition step.
ormmg(x,y) = ,jImg(x + i,y+j)Mask(i,j) (2.9)
V/Ei,j Img(x + i, y + j)2 ýJj Mask(i, j)2
2.2.4 Histogram Comparison
One way to detect if the object is in the scene (or a portion of the scene), is to directly
compare the multi-dimensional receptive field histograms. The Chi-square test is the
correct way to compare two experimentally obtained histograms, one being the pre-
computed training histogram, and the other being derived from the image itself:
2 (H T (H(i,j) - T(i,j))2  (2.10)
2(H, T) = H(ij) (2.10(ij)
This approach requires the algorithm to operate on every point in the image in
order to construct the histogram. Although this method is more robust in practice,
the computation required to compute the histograms for each incoming frame inhibits
the speed of the system greatly. Another approach that does not need to process every
pixel is described in the next section.
2.2.5 Probabilistic Object Recognition
As described in [14], multidimensional receptive field histograms can be used for
probabilistic object recognition. Given a measurement Mk, one can calculate the
probability of an object On by Bayes rule:
p(On I Mk) = p(Mk I O,)p(O,) p(Mk I O)p(O) (2.11)
p(Mk) , p(Mk I O,)p(O ,)
where p(O,) is the probability of the object O,, p(Mk) is the a priori probability
of the combination of local characteristic values Mk, and p(Mk I On) is the PDF of
object On which is taken almost directly from the histogram for that object.
Given K measurements from the image, and under the assumption that each of
these measurements are independent of each other, the probability of each object On
is given by:
(O IA Mk) = P(Ak Mk I On)p(On) Ikp(Mk I On)P(On) (2.12)
k fn P(AkMk I On)p(O,) E- n-kp(Mk I O)p(O).)
Since each of the measurements Mk are from the same image, in order to main-
tain the independence of the measurements, a minimum distance d(Mk, M1 ) must be
maintained of at least 2a. In addition, if it can be assumed that all of the objects
have an equal probability, then the above formula can be reduced to:
p(O I A Mk) = Ikp(Mk ) (2.13)
k En k p(Mk I O,)
Since p(Mk I On) is computed directly from the histograms, the only data that
need be stored in memory are the histograms for each object. Also, every point in
the image need not be process before an object can be identified with some certainty,
which makes this technique fast as well.
In the context of Schiele and Crowley's work[14], they are only trying to recognize
which object is currently being observed from a database of cataloged objects. Active
object recognition does not assume that the incoming image contains a known object.
In fact, most of the time, the scene will not contain any active object at all. Therefore,
there must be a way to not only distinguish what object is being looked at, but
whether any object is present at all.
In order to accomplish this, a new object Obg must be introduced that will rep-
resent the generic "background" object. p(Obg I Mk) represents the probability that
given the measurement Mk, the system is looking at some generic scene that does
not contain any of the active objects. The first observation is that p(Mk) was sim-
plified to X, p(Mk I On)p(O,) because the latter values were readily available from
the histograms, and all of the incoming measurements were taken from an image that
contains a supposedly known object. In order to get a more accurate representation
of p(Mk), measurements of the environment at large (what I'm calling the "back-
ground") must be incorporated into this probability. In order to accomplish this, I
sampled random snapshots from a video clip of the surrounding environment, and
histogrammed them using the same methods as when training the system to a new
object. These histograms were summed and normalized to create a multidimensional
receptive field histogram that represents the background environment as a whole.
This new data must now be incorporated into the probability calculations. The
background object is now simply treated as any other object in the calculations.
However, in the above equations, the a priori probability for each object was the same:
1 This is no longer the case, since the background object has a much higher expected
value than any of the real objects. A probability for the background object must be
obtained experimentally, and it can vary depending on the type of environment, and
the particular use of the Augmented Reality system. For instance, p(Obg) would be
a lot lower in the case where a worker is watching items pass by constantly along
a conveyor belt. On the other hand, it would be extremely high in an outdoors
environment or in a setting where there are not too many active objects. In either
case, the new probability calculation is given by 2.12, and in the generic case p(O,) =
(1 - p(Obg))
2.2.6 Putting it all together
The above algorithms are fairly straightforward to implement, but there are a few
details that must be addressed in order for the system to work robustly and quickly.
First of all, it is not practical to take sample points from the whole image, if the
scale of the object is such that it will only take up a small portion of the image. The
image must be segmented into several patches that correspond to the particular scale
that is currently being explored. Thus, each patch will then get it's own probability
of containing a certain object. Without segmenting the image, any object that was
sufficiently small would almost never get recognized, as the background character-
istics would overwhelm any characteristics sampled from the image itself. Also, by
segmenting the image, a course guess at the location (translation) of the object can
be passed on to the pose estimation algorithm.
The number of points sampled per image patch is another parameter that deserves
attention. Of course, the number of points sampled must be enough to obtain a fair
representation of the characteristics of the image patch. Two things to keep in mind
are that each measurement must be independent of each other, so too many measure-
ments can actually harm performance. Also, if one object is clearly above all of the
other options, further sampling is unnecessary, and will simply waste computation.
The number of objects, and poses of objects, can also be reduced by making lim-
iting assumptions on the number of realistic orientations that might be encountered.
For instance, an object that is hanging on a wall will not usually be viewed upside
down, or from the rear. If the object is very far away, it is unlikely that the user will
not be interested in more information until it is closer, thus eliminating the need for
searching a wide range of scales. Therefore, most of the 2D and 3D rotations of this
object need not be tested. In fact, most common objects can be expected to be within
a certain range of rotations and scales. By cutting down the number of searches, the
system is more likely to respond more quickly and accurately as well.
Another improvement is to temporarily raise the probability of a recently found
object, and subsequently decrease the background probability p(Obg). The idea be-
hind this is that an object that was just viewed might have just temporarily passed
out of the user's field of view as the user got distracted for some reason. Thus, as the
user regains his attention, the system will reacquire the object much more reliably.
Chapter 3
Pose estimation and tracking
The second phase of an Augmented Reality system is to track a located object, and
maintain a constant estimation of it's position and three dimensional orientation.
Using discrete feature points as in the tag based system, several standard methods
of recovering an object's 3D pose can be used, and are discussed in the next section.
These methods usually fail, though, in an unmarked environment as it is difficult to
find reliable point correspondences between two images. In this case, methods using
spatio-temporal derivatives (optical flow), are used, and will be described in more
detail in the second section of this chapter.
3.1 Pose estimation with corresponding features
When several correspondences between points in two images can be found, the relative
orientation of the object that contains those points can be determined by nonlinear
estimation techniques. The basic problem is to find a 3x3 rotation matrix R that
describes the three dimensional rotation, as well as the 3x1 translation vector that
solves the equation for each point p:
p' = Rp + t (3.1)
or minimizes the least squares error for all N corresponding points in:
S(p'- Rp + t)2  (3.2)
1<n<N
There are several ways to accomplish this, and it isn't clear if one method works
better than another. However, the greater the number of points used, the more
accurate the estimation will be. Two good methods for estimating these parameters
are given in [9] and [6].
Azarbayejani and Pentland [1] introduced a recursive estimation algorithm that
will find structure from motion. The particular case here is a subset of that problem,
because the structure is already known, and we are only trying to recover the motion.
This is the algorithm I have used to implement the 3D pose recovery for discrete
points. Only minor coding changes were made in order to speed up the algorithm,
the rest remains the same, and more detail on the workings of this algorithm can be
found in [1].
3.1.1 How to Cheat
If the overlay graphic is two dimensional in nature (an animated movie, or text,
etc..), then pose estimation is optional, and a much easier method of displaying
the graphics can be used. Using any four planar corresponding points, find the
coordinate transformation between the model coordinates and the actual coordinates
of the points in the live image using the following linear equation:
If the model coordinates are (zk, yk), and the transformed (sampled) coordinates
are (x', y%) then p can be solved with:
XkYk,l,O,O,,0 -XkX , --YkX]
E akJ ,OO,, y ,1,--x 4,---kYkJY (3.3)k
FxtaycbX,,aY,•,ay1y x,c4JT (3.3)
Once the eight parameters have been solved for, the coordinates for the four cor-
ners of the bounding box for the 2D overlay can be transformed into the new coordi-
nate system, using the equation below, thus allowing the overlay to be "warped" into
the new shape using standard graphical interpolation techniques[22]. Some hardware
even has built in methods for quickly rendering this algorithm. The eight parameters
capture any possible orientation and perspective for a planar patch, so as far as the
user can tell, the planar patch has been successfully rendered in the correct 3D pose.
Ax + b
' Ax (3.4)
cx + 1
A represents a 2x2 rotation/shear matrix, b represents a 2x1 translation vector,
and c represents a 1x2 "chirping" (perspective) factor. These values were solved for
in eq 3.3.
3.2 Video Orbits
In this section I will present a summary of the work by Mann in[12], which describes
a method to estimate the coordinate transformations between two frames without
explicit point correspondence. The algorithm will work in an arbitrary 3D environ-
ment, but operates under the assumption that the camera is centered at a fixed point
and is free to pan, tilt, rotate and zoom. In Augmented Reality, the camera is not
fixed to any set point; it is free to translate as well. In order to preserve the above
assumption, the area to be estimated must be a rigid planar patch (or close to one).
This way the problem of parallax (which this algorithm does not solve) is avoided.
3.2.1 Optical Flow
Many methods exist to estimate the motion between two images without the need
for explicit point correspondences using techniques based on optical flow [7]. Optical
flow, in the simplified 1D case, assumes that each point x in frame t is a translated
version of the corresponding point in frame t + At, and that Ax and At are chosen in
the ratio % = uf, which is the translational flow velocity for the point x. The image
brightness E(x, t) is described by:
E(x, t) = E(x + Ax, t + At), forall(x, t) (3.5)
By expanding the right side of 3.5 in a Taylor series, cancelling the Oth order term
E(x, t), and discarding the higher order terms, one arrives at the well known equation
for the optical flow at each point:
uf E + Et 4 O (3.6)
where E£ is the derivative of E(x, t) with respect to x, and Et is the derivative
with respect to t. These are the spatio and temporal derivatives, respectively.
3.2.2 Projective Flow
Coordinate transformations based purely on translation are not sufficient to exactly
describe the motion between two frames if the camera is allowed to rotate in any
orientation (swivel, pan/tilt, etc..). Several different solutions have been proposed to
extend this model using an affine model to describe the motion. One method, "affine-
fit" [21] involves finding the optical flow at each point and then fitting this information
into an affine model. Another similar approach, "affine-flow", [3] directly rewrites the
optical flow equation in terms of an affine model, as opposed to translation, and
estimates the parameters directly.
Affine models do not capture the "chirping" effects, or perspective skew, and will
be inaccurate if the object represented in the two frames is large, or if the distance
from the camera to the object is not much greater than the size of the object itself.
Under these conditions, the assumption of orthographic projection (which the affine
model assumes) is not valid. In order to maintain the illusion that a graphical overlay
is solidly attached to a real life object, the pose estimation must be fairly accurate in
all cases.
Just as the affine models extended the traditional optical flow estimation, there
are two new methods, "projective-fit" and "projective-flow", introduced by Mann
[12] that will fit the optical flow data into a model that allows for the perspective
effects described above. To estimate the coordinate transform, the following equation
is used:
Ax + bz' = (3.7)
cx + 1
The top portion Ax + b is familiar from the affine model, where A represents a
2x2 rotation/shear matrix, and b represents a 2x1 translation vector. The bottom
term cx + 1 represents the "chirping" factor that takes into account the perspective
projection.
To compute the projective flow in 1D, the flow velocity um can be rewritten as:
ax + bUm = z' - x = - - (3.8)
cx + 1
with the sum of squared difference to minimize being:
E = ax - + )2 (3.9)
cx + 1 Ez
As before, the Taylor series for um must be computed, and only the first three
terms will be used because the 1D coordinate transform only requires three parameters
a,b, and c:
um + x = b+ (a - bc)x + (bc - a)cx2 + ... (3.10)
Plugging this back into the equation 3.9 we get:
f = E(((b + (a - bc - 1)x + (bc - a)cx2)Ex) + Et)2  (3.11)
By setting qo = b, ql = a - bc - 1, and q2 = (bc - a)c, differentiating with
respect to each of the three parameters of /bfq, setting these derivatives to zero, and
verifying with the second derivatives, gives the following system of linear equations
for the iD projective flow:
Xz4E Z 3E2 Z 2 E q x2E Et
SZ 3 E) Zx2 E) ZxE, qi =- xEE, (3.12)
EZ2E E xEx0 EE qo E E,
In the next section, I will describe the extension of this method to 2D and I will
explain the algorithm proposed by Mann [12] to iteratively estimate the coordinate
transform parameters.
3.2.3 Parameter Estimation
Drawing on the 1D framework for "projective flow" described in the previous section,
a set of eight linear equations can be written (as opposed to the three shown in eq.
3.12). Twelve parameters, however, are obtained by taking the Taylor series of the
2D version of the flow equation, in what is called the biquadratic model. Since only
eight parameters are needed, this model can be constrained in several ways to obtain
an eight parameter model. In practice, the pseudo-perspective model works better
given by the transformation:
x = qX,zX + q,,yx + q, + qx 2 +qPxy (3.13)
y' = qyx + qyyx + qy' + qaxy + qPy 2  (3.14)
However, the notation is simpler for the bilinear model, and I will use this model
to illustrate the algorithm with um = (x', y'):
X = qxxyxy + qx•xx + ql,yy + q,' (3.15)
y = qy,xyxy + qy'xx + qy'yy + qy', (3.16)
Note that even though these two models are not exact, and do not capture chirping
effects, or preserve straight lines, the estimation can still lead to the true parameters
as long as the model contains at least eight degrees of freedom, and that the pa-
rameters of the approximate algorithm can be related to the parameters of the exact
algorithm [12]. Large perspective changes will not be able to be estimated properly,
but changes near the identity work well, and the estimation step can iterate over these
small changes, relating to the exact model each time, until the estimation is correct.
Applying the above bilinear approximation to the sum of squared differences, and
differentiating as done with in the 1D case, yields a large linear equation similar to
eq. 3.12.
3.2.4 Relating approximate model to exact model
Once these equations are solved, the approximation solution q must be converted
into the exact parameters used for the coordinate transformation. A direct solution
to this problem is hard, since the relationship between q and p is non-linear with eight
variables. With four point correspondences, though, a mapping between q and p can
be made by solving a linear system of eight equations. A good choice of points are
the coordinates of the bounding box of the region for which the motion parameters
are being estimated. This could be the whole image, or just a portion of the image.
It is important to note that this is not a discrete feature correspondence, but simply
a mapping between one coordinate system to another. If the original coordinates
are (xk, Yk) where 1 < k < 4, u, is given above by eq 3.16, and the transformed
coordinates are (X', Y') = Um(Xk, yk)T then p can be solved with:
H F 507050) -XkX% /II -yckX
S,O,O,Zkk,ykl -, 5kk, lkY&k
kxx,axt,,bx,,ax,abY,,by,c,c]T (3.17)
Now p has been found, and the iterative estimation algorithm can be described.
g.
h- p
Figure 3-1: Method of computation of eight parameters p between two images from
the same pyramid level, g and h. The approximate model parameters q are related
to the exact model parameters p in a feedback system. From Mann.
3.2.5 Estimation Algorithm
Below is an outline of the algorithm as described in Mann [12] with more detail
provided below.
Frames from an image sequence are compared pairwise to test whether or
not they lie in the same orbit:
1. A Gaussian pyramid of three or four levels is constructed for each
frame in the sequence.
2. The parameters p are estimated at the top of the pyramid, between
the two lowest-resolution images of a frame pair, g and h, using the
iterative method depicted in Fig. 3-1.
3. The estimated p is applied to the next higher-resolution (finer) image
in the pyramid, p o g, to make the two images at that level of the
pyramid nearly congruent before estimating the p between them.
4. The process continues down the pyramid until the highest-resolution
image in the pyramid is reached.
The Taylor-series formulations implicitly assume smoothness; the perfor-
mance is improved if the images are blurred before estimation. However,
after estimation, the original (unblurred) images should be used when
applying the final coordinate transformation.
The strategy presented differs from the multiscale iterative (affine) strat-
egy in one important respect beyond simply an increase from six to eight
parameters. The difference is the fact there are two motion models, the
'exact motion model' and the 'approximate motion model', namely the
Figure 3-2: The shopping list is being overlayed over the cashier. Notice that even as
the cashier moves out of the scene the tracking can continue to function using cues
from the background.
Taylor series approximation to the motion model itself. The approximate
motion model is used to iteratively converge to the exact motion model,
using the algebraic law of composition afforded by the exact projective
group model. In this strategy, the exact parameters are determined at
each level of the pyramid, and passed to the next level. The steps in-
volved are summarized schematically in Fig. 3-1, and described below:
1. Initialize: Set h0 = h and set po,o to the identity operator.
2. Iterate (k = 1... K):
(a) ESTIMATE: Estimate the 8 or more terms of the approximate
model between two image frames, g and hk-1. This results in
approximate model parameters qk.
(b) RELATE: Relate the approximate parameters qk to the exact
parameters using the 'four point method'. The resulting exact
parameters are Pk.
(c) RESAMPLE: Apply the law of composition to accumulate the
effect of the pk's. Denote these composite parameters by Po,k =
pk O PO,k-1. Then set hk = PO,k o h. (This should have nearly
the same effect as applying pk to hk-1, except that it will avoid
additional interpolation and anti-aliasing errors you would get
by resampling an already resampled image[22]).
Repeat until either the error between hk and g falls below a threshold,
or until some maximum number of iterations is achieved. After the first
iteration, the parameters q2 tend to be near the identity since they account
for the residual between the "perspective-corrected" image hi and the
"true" image g. We find that only two or three iterations are usually
needed for frames from nearly the same orbit.
Once the algorithm is finished the final values of p can be used directly as described
in section 3.1.1. Since this algorithm only tracks rigid planar patches, a 3D overlay
would not be appropriate in this case. Now that the overlay can be displayed, the
algorithm is done with this frame and can now move to the next one. The system
will no longer scan for objects, but spend all of its computation tracking the current
object until the overlay graphic is translated to a degree where it does not appear in
the field of view anymore, or the tracking algorithm fails to estimate the parameters
successfully.
Chapter 4
Performance
This section reports the results of the performance of each system. the first statistic
is speed. As mentioned above, the greater the speed of the system, the more natural
and realistic looking the AR effect will be. The second item is the recognition rate,
which measures the ability of the system to detect whether an object is in the scene
or not, and which object it is. The final statistic is the accuracy of the 3D tracking.
For the tag system, this is the average mean-square error between the feature points
in the image and the corresponding points in the model. The second system, using
no specific points as features, measures the mean-square error between the object's
template image and the actual image.
4.1 Speed
The table below shows the relative speeds of the two systems. The values are measured
in Hz (frames per second) which reflects how fast the system updates the overlay
graphics. The system based on the unmarked environment is not complete due to
problems obtaining a close to real time performance. The two major portions of the
algorithm, the recognition and the tracking, are listed separately. As can be seen,
the for the object to be recognized and then tracked properly, it must remain in the
user's field of view for almost 1 second before the system begins the frame to frame
tracking.
Table 4.1: Average and Maximum Algorithm Speeds in Frames per Second
System Used Avg fps (Hz) Maximum fps (Hz)
Tag System 9.44 13.79
Video Orbits 4.75 6.1
MRFH Recog. 1.369 N/A
Note that the Video Orbits data reflects the non-modified algorithm and could be
improved based on the modifications explained in the next chapter. The figure for
the speed of recognition reflects how often the system can check the scene for a new
object. Once the object is found, the tracking system takes over, and that speed is
the apparent speed of the system.
4.2 Recognition Rates
For the tag based system, A camera was moved around a room that contained several
tags. Each test was 500 frames long, and an average of 9.4 incorrect frames per 500
frame sequence was recorded (98.12%). Not every frame contained a tag, and the
report of "no tag" is also considered a success.
The unmarked object recognition program was not ready to be performed on
live video, but analysis of several static scenes, along with the results of Schiele and
Crowley [15] are listed below. The first experiment was on a twenty object database
using various local filter selections and histogram resolutions with a 100 rotation
between the test and training images.
The next experiment uses the probabilistic recognition approach. The table re-
flects the recognition rate for two different filter combinations using various number
of image points.
Comparison (X2 ) with 100 3D
Resolution I a Dx-Dy Mag-Dir Mag-Lap Dx-Dy-Lap
64 1.5 100 99.72 99.72
32 1.5 100 99.72 99.86
16 1.5 100 99.31 99.72 100
8 1.5 99.72 98.47 98.06 100
4 1.5 99.31 94.17 81.67 99.31
2 1.5 77.5 29.86 32.5 94.86
Table 4.3: Probabilistic Object Recognition
No. Points Dx-Dy-Lap Mag-Lap
10 62.1 84.4
20 73.4 89.0
30 81.8 95.5
40 80.5 96.8
50 92.4 98.2
65 97.9 99.3
85 96.7 100
100 99.5 100
125 99.7 100
150 100 100
175 100 100
200 99.7 100
225 100 100
250 100 100
4.3 Tracking Accuracy
The tag based system has three different types of tracking systems. The first is a 2.5
D tracker that captures zoom, planar rotation, and translation. When the object was
recognized correctly in each frame, the tracking was always correct in the absence
of perspective skew, because the calculations are based on the center of mass of the
squares in the tag. When the tag is identified, the data for the squares is correct, so
the calculations are correct. However, in the cases where perspective is noticable, the
overlay was not positioned correctly over the object as expected.
rotation changesTable 4.2: Histogram
The second method is the straightforward warping of a planar overlay based on
coordinate transformations. This worked extremely well, but the particular algorithm
used to render the graphics was slow, so the update time on the overlay was slower
than in the previous test where SGI's Open Inventor was used for all of the graphics.
However, the illusion of the planar overlay being positioned at the correct 3D pose
worked from every viewpoint.
The third method used was the direct estimation of the 3D pose parameters.
This method was also slower, not because of the graphics which were handled in
Inventor again, but because of the computation required. In the presence of large
transformations between the model coordinates and the image coordinates, it often
hung up on local minima.
The tracking of the Video Orbits algorithm was excellent as long as the camera
did not make large movements between frames. Since the algorithm only ran at 5 Hz,
large movements between frames were possible, thus violating the assumption that
frame to frame transformations were close to the identity. Since this experiment was
run on unoptimized code, the 5Hz is not expected to be an upper limit in any way.
Chapter 5
Future work
5.1 Algorithm Improvements
The "Video Orbits" algorithm described in chapter 3 performs marginally well for
real time applications, but could be improved in several different ways. The results
listed in chapter 4 represent the algorithm running on the entire image without many
modifications. Since the most time consuming portion of the algorithm is the com-
putation of the projective flow at each point, any reduction in that step will improve
performance dramatically. There are two ways to accomplish this either by the reduc-
ing of the number of iterations needed to find the exact parameters for p, or reducing
the number of pixels operated on per frame. Speed is critical for two reasons. First,
the faster p can be calculated for each frame, the faster the overlays can be updated.
This is important for keeping the overlay as current as possible. Secondly, as the time
between each frame grows shorter, the transformation parameters will tend towards
the identity. The algorithm not only works more accurately closer to the identity, but
it also requires less iterations, which in turn speeds up the estimation even further.
The first modification, reducing the number of pixels operated on per frame, is
actually a very simple modification. When the algorithm starts, a template image at
a known 3D orientation is used to match to the incoming video signal. However, in
the figures shown above, the whole template image is matched to the incoming video.
Not only does this make the estimation less accurate as the backgrounds might be
different, or non-planar, but the algorithm is also wasting time computing the flow
for these non-critical, and possibly error producing pixels. By specifying a certain
color in the image as a "don't care" pixel, and modifying the algorithm so that it will
only compute the flow if both pixels are valid, the system will save computation by
up to 30% for each iteration.
The second modification was suggested by Mann after the above system was im-
plemented and tested with live, real-time video. Since the algorithm works best in
the vicinity of the identity, several extra iterations of the above algorithm must be
performed if the transformation is large between the two frames. Below, Mann de-
scribes a way in which certain transform parameters may be solved for separately
using a much quicker algorithm
"... based on an implementation of the fast chirplet transform as a gener-
alization of harmonic analysis in phase space. This approach may also be
done on subgroups individually, at some expense in accuracy and poten-
tial errors (convergence). In particular, parameters that commute (i.e can
be applied in any order) such as x and y translations [5], and scale changes
with planar rotations [17], can be solved by fourier methods described in
the cited works."
By quickly solving for these basic parameters, the slower estimation algorithm
described above does not need to run through as many iterations before the exact
parameters are found. Not only will the speed of the algorithm be increased by
removing the number of iterations needed in computing the projective flow, but it
will also increase the accuracy as the larger transformations are eliminated, thus
bringing the final transformation closer to the identity as desired.
5.2 Hardware limitations
One of the problems with making this system work is that the hardware available
today is far from ideal. The glasses through which the user simultaneously sees the
real world and the computer graphics do not let in much light from the surrounding
environment- they act like heavy sunglasses. Therefore, it is only practical outside
or in a brightly lit environment. However, there is another solution that works better
in lower light indoor environments. Rather than try to pass through the outside light
directly, the computer takes the image that it received from the camera, modifies
it with any augmenting graphics, then outputs the composite image to the glasses.
This setup is acceptable in any lighting condition, and given a different camera, can
even work in low light conditions. The drawback to this is that the user perceives
the world as if watching television. The resolution that the display on the glasses can
produce does not come close to the detail that the human eye can perceive. Clearly
the first option is preferable, but until the technology improves, the second option
must be used for most situations.
Current processor speeds are also just barely keeping up with the computation
demands that an Augmented Reality System requires. The detail of the 3D ren-
dering, speed of recognition and tracking are all significantly affected by the raw
computational power available today. The prototypes discussed above take this into
consideration and are designed on a small scale with low resolution graphics.
5.3 Scalability
The scale of the database of templates is also limited for the unmarked system. For
every new set of target objects added to the database, more computation is required
to search the image for matches. Even with all of the hardware enhancements and
heuristics for reducing the searching time, there will be a very constraining upper
bound for the size of the histogram database in order to maintain real time perfor-
mance. However, with the rate of increase in speed of computers, and the growing
popularity of parallel processors, this limit will be relaxed over time.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
I have proposed two methods of implementing an Augmented Reality systems that run
in real time: one that uses artificial markers, and one that solely on the appearance
of the object itself. The 3D pose of the object is then iteratively estimated so that
the overlay appears at exactly the same attitude and scale as the real object, thus
creating the illusion that the overlay is actually part of the object. Finally, the system
can respond to external events, such as error code input from a printer, or location
information from a GPS, and determine the most appropriate overlays to consider,
and what overlays should appear on a specific object. The overlays themselves can be
simple text, 3D computer graphics, or even small animated movies that are mapped
onto a surface. Several means of reducing the computation required, involving both
hardware and software solutions, are used in order to meet the real time constraint.
The marked environment system has been shown to work and be usable in real
time with current hardware. Although the algorithms used in the unmarked envi-
ronment system work, the computation required for both the detection and the pose
estimation is still not quite fast enough for real time applications. With the addition
of the modifications to the algorithms proposed in chapter five, and the promise of
faster hardware, seamless Augmented Reality in an unmarked environment could be
achieved in the very near future.
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